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1. INTRODUCTION
A graphic design response to the globalization of visual identity

This exhibition and catalogue is a journey into a practice-related doctoral research project on graphic design and brand identity.

By addressing the relevance of brand archives to companies, designers and the broader culture, the overall approach represents a critique as to how the cultural inheritance of locally specific heritage brands is often overlooked and tends to dissolve amongst global influence.

What this thesis shows is the sort of historical memory relating to brands that can be lost. Through a ‘designerly’ way of exploring brand identity it presents a response for the rescuing, recovery and analysis of historical memory. It argues that brand archives are key instruments for designers to derive meaning and convey cultural memory into the future, and that visual identity is a channel through which these can be acknowledged, displayed and experienced.

Whether for companies, cultural institutions, designers or design historians dealing with locally specific identities and visual culture, the body of work presented here makes a contribution to broadening the scope of brands as a theme under-considered with respect to and preservation of cultural difference.

GLOBALIZATION OF VISUAL IDENTITY

Visual identity can be understood as the result of the application of graphic design methods aimed at inter-brand differentiation, which paradoxically is leading to homogenizing identities.

The globalization of visual identity is a phenomenon that can be observed not only among global brands competing with each other, but also in locally specific heritage brands that relinquish distinctive elements of their identity to resemble the global. In many cases, their specificities end up being distorted, blurred, or lost, and the richness of what is historical and culturally unique about them is often misinterpreted, neglected, or even discarded.

THE RESCUING OF LOCALLY SPECIFIC BRAND IMAGERY

By showing what can be lost with regards to historical and cultural memory in a brand’s imagery, this thesis questions the significance of archives to locally specific brands claiming authenticity, and how graphic designers can respond to cultural diversity through visual identity. To answer these questions, this study draws on visual design heritage to achieve an understanding of the past as a source and a means to feed future cultural development.

By adapting visual methodologies and case-study methods to assess brand identity, the study presents a methodological approach for the rescuing, interpretative analysis, and exploration of historical memory in brand imagery. It applies ethnographic research methods for data collection and graphic design methods for recovering visual materials, combined with timelines and grids for contextual and visual analysis.

A CASE FROM THE PORTUGUESE CONTEXT

A main case-study is presented to demonstrate how the system originated, how it enables the observation of identity transformations over time, and of how visual identity dissolves with global influence. This case addresses the historical context and today’s cultural relevance of an archive of the Portuguese iconic Sanjo sports shoes brand, which emerged with the rise of the ‘Estado Novo’ authoritarian regime in Portugal (New State, 1933–1974). Through the interpretation of how brand designs evolved in relation to contextual history it is possible to see the various social, cultural, political and economical transformations that occurred in its lifespan.

GLOBALIZATION OF VISUAL IDENTITY

Visual identity can be understood as the result of the application of graphic design methods aimed at inter-brand differentiation, which paradoxically is leading to homogenizing identities.

The globalization of visual identity is a phenomenon that can be observed not only among global brands competing with each other, but also in locally specific heritage brands that relinquish distinctive elements of their identity to resemble the global. In many cases, their specificities end up being distorted, blurred, or lost, and the richness of what is historical and culturally unique about them is often misinterpreted, neglected, or even discarded.

THE RESCUING OF LOCALLY SPECIFIC BRAND IMAGERY

By showing what can be lost with regards to historical and cultural memory in a brand’s imagery, this thesis questions the significance of archives to locally specific brands claiming authenticity, and how graphic designers can respond to cultural diversity through visual identity. To answer these questions, this study draws on visual design heritage to achieve an understanding of the past as a source and a means to feed future cultural development.

By adapting visual methodologies and case-study methods to assess brand identity, the study presents a methodological approach for the rescuing, interpretative analysis, and exploration of historical memory in brand imagery. It applies ethnographic research methods for data collection and graphic design methods for recovering visual materials, combined with timelines and grids for contextual and visual analysis.

A CASE FROM THE PORTUGUESE CONTEXT

A main case-study is presented to demonstrate how the system originated, how it enables the observation of identity transformations over time, and of how visual identity dissolves with global influence. This case addresses the historical context and today’s cultural relevance of an archive of the Portuguese iconic Sanjo sports shoes brand, which emerged with the rise of the ‘Estado Novo’ authoritarian regime in Portugal (New State, 1933–1974). Through the interpretation of how brand designs evolved in relation to contextual history it is possible to see the various social, cultural, political and economical transformations that occurred in its lifespan.
The thesis presents parallel examples of brands that were heavily influenced or even controlled by government in the past and now operate independently. As with the case of Sanjo, the comparative study investigates, and further draws attention to the relationship between the loss of historical memory and the globalization of visual identity.

We must by necessity retrieve from the past to re-invent the future (Malcom Garrett) yet postmodern recombinations of the old can still become the building blocks of an authentic cultural movement (Rick Poynor).

ON BRAND ARCHIVES

By examining the relevance of archives for addressing visual identity issues, the thesis shows that current graphic design practices can avoid failing to address authenticity if, firstly, a great deal of historical and cultural memory is retrieved. Secondly, if there is substantial visual and contextual analysis. And thirdly, if the visual elements and histories uncovered are understood within the broader context.

By considering the possibilities that brand archives present for exploration of the symbolic meaning of objects and cultural diversity, this study fills a gap between archival practices and the way many designers and companies are dealing with locally specific brands. It argues that brand archives are key instruments for designers to derive meaning and convey cultural memory into the future, and that visual identity is a channel through which these can be acknowledged, displayed and experienced. The study concludes by suggesting possible approaches graphic designers might pursue to address the issues identified, and it broadens the scope of the directions in which brand archives can be explored through the re-contextualization of cultural objects.
2. BRAND ARCHAEOLOGY: CONSTRUCTION AND ANALYSIS OF BRAND ARCHIVES
Map of methods

This section introduces the viewer of the exhibition and reader of the catalogue to the articulation of methods deployed within this research.

The methodological process included looking at ethnographic research methods for collecting data and to graphic design methods and techniques for processing the visual aspects of the data collected. Data collection through ethnographic research aimed at the rescuing of fragmented evidence from brand identity, whereas graphic design methods such as graphic surgery, chronological tables and visual matrices/grids were developed to function as tools to dust, clean, sort and map visual information.

Overall, the approach presented here aims at the rescuing, recovery, analysis and thorough understanding of a brand’s identity from a design perspective, with respect to its contextual history and local culture. Such perspective is roughly defined as brand archaeology. It developed as the study of the main case—Sanjo—progressed, originating the construction of an archive and a collection of shoes.

Examples from previous developments within design education are also given. A wealth of visual records from Portuguese heritage brands contemporary of Sanjo was retrieved, graphically recovered, and put together in the form of postcards and small case studies.
Ethnographic research

The map of Portugal shown in the introduction, drawn from an advertisement of Sanjo (circa 1940s), is representative of how the brand covered the Portuguese territory. It is in itself an example of the geo-ethnographic representations and dominant visual aesthetics during the New State regime. For finding evidence of Sanjo products, related imagery and historical development, so the Portuguese territory was scoured to collect data.

Industrial archaeology, visual ethnography and case study research methods formed the basis of a qualitative research approach upon which this study progressed. It required extensive fieldwork and looking at various sources of information over a long period of time. This provided the research with physical evidence, images, personal stories and testimonials about the brand, bringing up vivid historical picture.

However, a great deal of evidence was found and retrieved in decaying places and at a point of disappearance. Much of the brand’s products, including shoes, packaging, advertisements, documents from the company and historical records started being collected as much as possible, through searching not only the former industrial site, but also in old shops, libraries, local newspapers and publications, personal memorabilia and oral histories.

Engaging with visual ethnographic methods from a graphic design perspective was complementary to the process of collecting data because it helped delve into the anthropological side of brands. The methods and techniques to study the cultural manifestations of Sanjo were used in a rather flexible way, ranging from field notes, family photographs, still images, audio and video recorded interviews, and looking at social networks on the Internet where historical evidence about the brand could be found. This provided the gathering of a variety of mixed information about the company, the brand, its products and audience across space and time.
Graphic design methods

Graphic surgery is the term I coined to name a graphic design process concerning the recovery of many of the visual elements collected through field research. For example, mark designs, lettering, typefaces and other visual materials were graphically restored, sorted and put together to identify the various constituents of the Sanjo brand identity.

Further on in the process, assembling the recovered elements with other materials collected—as playing with the pieces of a larger puzzle—originated a methodology for assessing brand identity that is flexible, incremental and replicable. The methodological approach that this research originated consists of using data to construct timelines/chronological tables for contextual and historical analysis, and matrices/grids for detailed visual analysis.

The timelines and chronological tables presented here help revealing critical moments of historical transformation in the brand’s trajectory of historical development. The cross-referencing of data within different categories of information—dates of historical events, the evolution of the company and of the mark designs, the product designs, visual communications and how the brand relates to its audiences and the broader context—enable identifying consistencies, inconsistencies, gaps and trigger new questions.

In addition to timelines, the construction of separate visual matrices and grids reinforced the potential quality and depth of the analysis. These enable looking separately at particular instances of the brand’s visual identity in greater detail, within each of the various categories of information. For example, that is the case of a closer inspection into the application of mark designs across product designs and packaging, showing how the mark designs evolved and changed over time.

In the case of Sanjo, the exploration of timelines and matrices led to clearly identify what was specific and unique about the brand in the past, what changed, why and how, as well as when. Overall, the approach forms a system to enhance case-study research methodology, bringing together a mixed variety of data for addressing issues of visual identity and to enable the visualization of a brand’s identity as a whole.
GRAPHIC SURGERY

The significance of the mark’s presence on the indecipherable parts of a puzzle is in piecing together historical evidence of brand development chronologically, including about graphic design, product design, the organization, and the audience. This interrelatedness between the evidence is one of the main virtues of graphic surgery, for which photographs also contributed.

From the examples shown, the two versions of the Sanjo mark (bottom row) illustrate how lacking accurate evidence (left, circa 1940s) and observation techniques originated crude misinterpretations in the relaunch of the brand (right, 2008).
Pre-doctoral work: developments within design education

The images and text presented in this section resulted from previous work I conducted with design students at the Strategic Design course, University of Aveiro, Portugal (2005–2007).

Images were drawn from part of the outcomes obtained, whereas the text explains what the design process involved as well as describing the fundamental ideas underpinning it. The process consisted of (1) collection of evidence, (2) graphic recovery of Portuguese brands and their related imagery, and (3) construction of new communication artifacts drawn from the recovered materials.

Further examples of the students’ work illustrate the various possibilities this process might originate.
A few years ago, I was working on the idea of reconnecting young Portuguese people with their cultural roots through brands; in a way, with part of their own families’ past which was unknown to them. When prompted to explore the idea of networks, for the Writing Marathon, I thought about referring back to that project and I started revisiting that idea. The project developed within the context of my practice-related research in design and design education. It dealt with the gathering of traces and fragments from past experiences and life stories, that link people and different cultures through time. It contributed to the concept of portable imageries, which is currently part of my personal research.

To put it simply, it was about the design and exploration of a series of postcards. However, perhaps, there is something more to it than just postcards. Postcards, as ‘Portable Imageries’ can establish links between distant generations; between design heritage and contemporary design. Postcards, as images which were born to travel, can link different territories through their mobility, involving networks of people, cultures and time.

That experience started by asking students to do preliminary field work that was aimed at knowing more of Portuguese trademarks and brands’ imagery from the 20th century, and to find and collect evidence. At the time, I realized neither how emotionally powerful such an exercise could be, nor the potential it could have as a pedagogical tool. Students were able to produce a substantial amount of primary source material, which when analysed gave me a clearer sense of how they perceive themselves in relation to their own cultural roots. That analysis became fundamental for my personal research, which is related to iconic Portuguese brands.

Historically, these are representative of the influences of the corporate state regime in Portugal called the ‘Estado Novo’ (New State, 1933–1974). This was a protectionist regime that made Portugal become neutral during WWII and sustained the country’s independence through self-sufficiency. Therefore most of the internal productions were also for internal consumption. The initial idea was to understand the significance design heritage could have to the present context. Within design education, I was concerned about how students would react to products that had been dominant for decades, but then, in most cases, dismissed. On a personal level, I have always been interested in knowing more about people’s emotional attachments to products that became cultural icons and how such relationships can contribute to the construction of cultural continuities rather than to cultural disruptions.

Considering present day’s massive amount of global brands and consumer goods in the market, the project questioned to what extent design students could be influenced by a rediscovery of products from their own cultural roots. The images shown in these pages are only a minimal part of that network of rediscovery.

Students were asked to collect as much material as they could and bring their findings to class, being ready to share their experiences and stories. Most of them went visiting their parents and relatives in different parts of Portugal. In most cases they went seeing older people they thought could provide them with relevant objects and information for their research. Visits also included old shops, warehouses, abandoned factories and flea markets. In one week, the amount of information and excitement they were able to collect and share was overwhelming. The room’s tables were insufficient to display the results of their research, as their stories were surprisingly greater than expected. Findings included from a wide range of products in their original packaging, to books, posters, advertisements in magazines, postcards, calendars, stickers, photographs, labels, product catalogues, artefacts, original records and documents from companies.

In most cases students didn’t know much about those brands before starting the project, whereas such imagery had been part of their families’ daily life since the first half of the 20th century. In some cases, students could remember some of those products in their homes. Either way, they were able to easily find them, and to collect and record some of the stories behind them. Now, they could also look at them in a totally different perspective, in a more attentive, emotional, engaging way.

The process enabled them to start conversations that hardly would have been possible otherwise. They made new friends and deepened family ties while collecting old objects, which could potentially enrich their design approaches.

---

On the following stage of the project, students were asked to select from findings the most meaningful items for them. The criteria for these choices included emotional and personal reasons, so that the selected items could have some stories to tell beyond the visual elements that constituted them.

Visual elements included national symbols, historical icons, typographical elements, trademarks, logotypes, ethnic ornaments and costumes, colours, patterns, materials and techniques. The students’ choice portrayed examples of what their relatives’ relationships with those brands and products had been in the past. Either because they had worked in the factories that produced them, or due to the fact they had consumed those products for many years, now part of their cultural identity.

After choosing the images, the next step was to produce individual sets of cards that could later build a large panel to display those images, so they could be read together uniformly. The ideal approach was one that could make the narrative content and the visual form interact. Producing those cards, the students became at the same time designers dealing with iconic brands and products; researchers using those products as open windows to interpretation; and ultimately storytellers exploring personal narratives and ingraining their experiences in the texture of their creative work. The format of Portuguese tiles, 15x15 cm, was chosen to produce a series of cards to be publicly displayed. To achieve that, selected items should have been recorded and processed digitally through a method that I decided to name graphic surgery. I also asked students to produce postcards that could be sent away anywhere in world, thus creating further layers of social and cultural networks.

The process was also meant to highlight the original features of the rediscovered designs. These interventions should provide audiences with an experience of the authenticity that originated them, whether in Portugal or abroad. Then, two copies of the postcards should be produced. One aimed at the construction of an archive, and the other to constitute the panel to be displayed as a travelling exhibition.

Since then, these postcards have been presented in Portugal, Australia, United States and the UK. They function as a means to acknowledge, display and share this part of Portuguese culture. From there, not only the mobility of the postcards has been explored. More recently, in the context of my practice-related research, they have been used as valuable tools for engaging visual analysis, leading to a better understanding of the historical, social, economical, and political context in which early graphic design emerged in Portugal.
3. CHRONOLOGIES OF PORTUGUESE HISTORY AND SANJO
Chronological approaches for the studying of a brand in relation to the broader context

This section presents a contextual review of the main case study, showing how the gathered materials were put together in the form of timelines and chronological tables for historical and contextual reference. These help understanding a brand in relation to the broader context, including how the Portuguese history influenced the way in which such a locally specific brand emerged, developed and changed over time, ultimately failing to resist to the threat of global brands.

Crossing over major historical events with the materials collected, the study brings up historical picture to make visible the transformative factors associated with visual identity changes. Political, economical, and cultural historical accounts are given for contextual reference. It includes landmarks in 20th century Portuguese history and landmarks in the history of Sanjo.

The period of time covered was profoundly marked by New State regime and there can be seen the country shifted from a closed economy to a free global market environment. Regarding the brand’s trajectory of historical development from graphic and product design perspectives, the study reveals the rise and fall of the regime influenced the rise and fall of the brand. It also shows how the brand is dealing today with its own historical memory.

The study includes some personal account to contextualize how childhood memories can influence one’s course into design practice, research and critique: I have experienced the brand over three decades, and saw it being challenged by the wider context and losing most of the distinctive features that marked me so profoundly when I was a child.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1910</td>
<td>Company launches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>Timeline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Foundation of the company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Timeline</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Medio**

**Tania**

**Calcado de Lona e Borracha**

**Estilo Novo**

**Timeline**

| 1923 | |
| 1924 | |

*Note: Image contains text and graphics.*
1891 | Hat factory ‘Oliveira Palmares’ is founded in 1891 in S. João da Madeira, a industrial city in the northwest of Portugal.

1904 | The company changes its name to ‘Oliveira Palmares, Araújo & Cº’.

1910 | Fall of Monarchy and proclamation of Portuguese Republic (5 October).


1914 | The company changes its name to ‘Oliveira e Palmares & Cª’; Portugal enters World War I.

1918 | End of World War I.

1920 | ‘Oliveira e Palmares & Cª’ originates a new company: the ‘Empresa Industrial de Chapelaria’ (EIC) is founded.

1921 | António Oliveira Salazar is elected deputy in the parliament but he resigned a few days later; Experimental footwear production is tested by EIC but it is abandoned in a few days later; Footwear production takes some years following investments in the company.

1926 | Military coup (28 May) and end of the First Republic. Establishment of a military regime paved the way to the ‘Estado Novo’ (New State). A military, financial dictatorship is established. Salazar is invited to minister but he refuses due to governmental lack of conditions.

1928 | Salazar is invited to the government for the second time. He accepts the position of Minister of Finance with broad power over the other ministries.

1929 | The Great Depression affects the Portuguese economy.

1931 | First National Congress of Engineering; First Congress of the União Nacional (National Union – Portugal’s only official political organization) and Exhibition; Decree Law of the Condicionamento Industrial (industrial conditioning).

1932 | Salazar’s rise to power as head of the Portuguese government; New Portuguese Constitution establishes a non-parliamentary regime; Great Industrial Exhibition where EIC is awarded a Gold Medal.

1933 | The New State is formally established. Salazar becomes President of the Council of Ministers of Portugal (Prime Minister) and the de facto dictator of the Portuguese Republic from until 1968; First congress of Portuguese industry and National Imperial Congress; Nationalization of industry and labour; Creation of the State and Defense Surveillance Police (PVED); Inauguration of the Secretariat of National Propaganda (SPN) to play an active role in the dissemination of nationalistic ideals and the standardization of culture. António Ferro becomes responsible for the sectors of culture and propaganda under the New State regime; Decree regulates the censorship of printed publications; Footwear production restarts at EIC through the foundation of the ‘Secção de Caoutchouc’ (rubber department) following investments in the company; Footwear production takes some years to stabilize. EIC promotional postcard (photolithography).

1934 | Congress of the National Union; Portuguese Colonial Exhibition; Triumphal Exhibition of Sports.


1936 | Salazar supports Spanish head of state general Francisco Franco; Consolidation of vulcanized rubber and canvas footwear production at EIC; Foundation of Spring Court sports shoes brand in France, which might have been a benchmark to Sanjo.

1937 | Creation of the Mocidade Portuguesa (Portuguese youth), paramilitary organization with strong inspiration from the Italian Fascism of Mussolini. The Mocidade Portuguesa is compulsory for all boys between 7 and 14 years; Creation of the Portuguese Legion, a milita of armed civilians to collaborate with the state’s police; Construction of the concentration camp ‘Tarrafal’ in Cape Verde and first batch of political prisoners deported; Celebration of 1926 National Revolution; First Economic Conference of the Portuguese Colonial Empire; Law of the Condicionamento Industrial (industrial conditioning) is implemented. More than to re-size, rationalize or foster industry, it promotes the corporate cartelization of industries where competition is reduced. It consists of a powerful brake to the growth of small industries as well as it is a tool to prioritize larger governmental investments; World Exhibition in Paris; Congress of the Portuguese Expansion in the World.

1939 | Agreement between Salazar and Franco to defend Portugal against any desire to extend Spanish border; Portugal refuses to sign the treaty of accession to the Anti-Konmitern Pact, signed by Italy, Germany and Japan; Portuguese neutrality in World War II; World Exhibition in New York.

1940 | Heyday year of the New State. The Portuguese World Exhibition celebrates the centenary of double nationality: foundation of the kingdom of Portugal in 1140 and the restoration of independence to Spain in 1640; Foundation of the ‘Verde Gaio’ ballet group inspired on the ‘Ballet Russes’.

1944 | Study by Ferreira Dias on the Portuguese industrial reorganization; Foundation of ‘TAP’ Portuguese state airlines.

1945 | Creation of the State Defense International Police (PIDE) to replace PVED.

1948 | Creation of the ‘Museu de Arte Popular’ (museum of folk art); Photograph of S. João da Madeira’s local club ‘ADS–Associação Desportiva Sanjoanesa’ depicts basketball team players wearing Sanjo.

1949 | Portugal is founding member of NATO.

1952 | Inauguration of the ‘Restelo’ stadium in Belém, Lisbon. Photograph of male and female athletes wearing sports shoes similar to the Sanjos.

1954 | Photograph of Sporting Lisbon volleyball players wearing Sanjo; Sanjo advertisement in ‘Noiva do Mar’ magazine, Figueira da Foz.

1955 | Portugal joins the United Nations.

1956 | First broadcasts by RTP (state television).

1957 | Photograph of ADS and Sporting Lisbon basketball players wearing Sanjo; Several photographs of ADS teams depict athletes wearing Sanjo.


1959 | Sanjo advertisement in magazine ‘Portugal é isto’, Figueira da Foz; Cover of Mocidade Portuguesa Feminina’s ‘Menina e moça’ magazine shows a basketball athlete wearing Sanjo.

1960 | Portugal joins EFTA; Delegation of ADS athletes at FC Porto’s ‘Estádio das Antas’ stadium wearing Sanjo.
1961
Start of the colonial war in Angola, Guinea and Mozambique; Portugal joins OECD; Kidnapping in the Caribbean liner ‘Santa Maria’ and diversion of a ‘TAP’ plane; Occupation of Goa, Daman and Diu by Indian troops without resistance of the Portuguese; Sport Lisboa e Benfica football team wins the European football cup.

1962
Sport Lisboa e Benfica wins the European football cup for the second time; Benfica’s handball team wins the national championship wearing Sanjo; First appearance of the most popular Sanjos—the 1660 series—in a photograph of ADS volleyball players; Chemical engineer Valdemar Correia, a key figure in Sanjo’s history, invents the rubber wheels for roller hockey sports shoes. These are officially tested at the world roller hockey championship in Santiago, Chile. The Portuguese win the world championship in that year wearing the innovative rubber wheels.

1963
EIC advertisement in O Regional, S. João da Madeira.

1964
EIC advertisement in O Regional, S. João da Madeira.

1965
Abolition of the industrial conditioning law; The United Nations requires the independence of the Portuguese colonies.

1966
Portuguese football national team achieves the 3rd place in the football world cup, Eusebio wears Puma. ADS football players also wear Puma; ADS and Boavista female basketball players wearing Sanjo.

1967
FC Porto’s athlete wears Adidas shoes at a running competition in S. João da Madeira.

1968
Salazar falls from a chair; preventing him from carrying out his duties after nearly four decades. Marcelo Caetano takes over; Sanjo annual catalogue, Nr. 40.

1969
A family photograph shows Fernando Sampao Sousa wearing Sanjo in Mozambique.

1970
Death of Salazar.

1971
EIC exports the Sanjos to Sweden.

1973
With Mário Soares (b. 1924) as the General Secretary ‘Acção Socialista Popular’ becomes the first Portuguese socialist party.

1974
Carnation revolution and restoration of democracy in Portugal. The 25 April military coup dictates the end of the New State regime; First test of democratic liberalism in Portugal; The end of the colonial war is announced; Photograph showing the Sanjos at the ‘25 de Abril’ revolution; ADS female basketball players wearing Sanjo. This team ends temporarily.

1975
Independence of colonies: Mozambique, Cape Verde, São Tomé e Principe, and Angola; An attempted coup by left extremists is neutralized by forces commanded by General Ramalho Eanes (b.1935). The revolution moves towards democracy.

1976
Promulgation of New Constitution in Assembly of Republic, 1st Constitutional Government under Mário Soares; Alert by the Ministry of Economy to the degree of specialization of international sports brands, which later became a threat to Sanjo; Official EIC order sheet showing Sanjo product references; Carlos Santos becomes CEO at EIC.

1980
Colour TV in Portugal; ADS players start wearing other brands, including Adidas and Le Coq Sportif; ADS photographs showing just a few players wearing Sanjo.

1981
The Sanjo trademark is registered.

1983
Measures at EIC are undertaken to face a scenario of crisis, including the redesign of Sanjo brand identity; Photograph of ADS players wearing Sanjo sportswear.

1984
Governmental restrictions to imports are lifted; Carlos Lopes (b.1947) wins Marathon at the Los Angeles Olympics wearing Nike running shoes; 1,500,000 pairs of Sanjo are produced daily at EIC.

1985
Signing of the Treaty of Portuguese Membership of the EEC.

1988
Rosa Mota (b. 1958) wins Marathon at the Seoul Olympics wearing ASICS Tiger running shoes; ADS photograph showing veteran basketball players wearing Sanjo.

1990
The Sanjo brand is licensed to Oliva; Redesign of the Sanjo brand identity; Product range expands to casual footwear. In addition to the company’s traditional vulcanization process, moulded soles are incorporated as part of the product range. New materials such as synthetic textiles and leather start being used for shoe manufacturing.

1991
Completion of Lisbon-Porto motorway; EIC promotional leaflet celebrates centenary production of felt hats at EIC.

1992
Portugal assumes EEC Presidency for the first time.

1994
Lisboa’94 – European Capital of Culture.

1995
Footwear production at EIC stops.

1996
The brand is licensed to Sanjo – Indústrias de Calçado e Chapelaria, Lda. Closure of EIC. It is announced that the former building of EIC will become the ‘Museu da Chapelaria’ (hat museum).

1997
Sanjo is bought by Fersado, a trading company from Lisbon; Redesign of the Sanjo brand identity based on previous 1980s designs; Replicas of the former Sanjos are produced outside Portugal, aimed at the Portuguese market; Copies of shoe designs from global brands start being produced under the Sanjo name.

1998
Expo’98 Lisbon World Exposition. The theme was ‘The Oceans, a Heritage for the Future’, chosen in part to commemorate 500 years of Portuguese discoveries.

1999
Independence of East Timor; Portugal transfers sovereignty of Macau to the Chinese government.

2001
Euro comes into circulation; Porto 2001 – European Capital of Culture.

2002
The Sanjo brand identity is slightly redesigned.

2004
Sanjo footwear is produced in Asian countries and in Brazil. Most Sanjos are copies of best selling designs from global brands such as Nike, Puma and Adidas.

2005
Opening of the ‘Museu da Chapelaria’. The collection and archive focus does not cover the Sanjo footwear.

2008
Redesign and production of the Sanjos in China. Relaunch of the brand in the Portuguese market.

2009
Relaunch firstly noticed by local newspaper ‘Labor’ (S. João da Madeira) and then by ‘Público’. Therediscovery of the brand sparks increasing interest in Portugal. Sanjo is licensed to FrenteSport/Son, a subsidiary company of Fersado; New redesign of the Sanjo brand identity by a small design agency in Fátima.

2010
New relaunch of Sanjo. The “return” of Sanjo is widely covered by Portuguese newspapers, magazines, and television; General interest in Sanjo increases in the media and society.
THE ‘ESTADO NOVO’ PERIOD (NEW STATE, 1933–1974)

The New State was an authoritarian, nationalistic, conservative, non-expansionist regime officially imposed in Portugal by António Oliveira Salazar (1889–1970), the President of the Council of Ministers of Portugal (Prime Minister) and the de facto dictator of the Portuguese Republic from 1932 to 1968.

The regime is rooted in the military coup that ended the first republic (1910–1926) and appointed Salazar as former Minister of Finance (1926–1933), position he first declined. However, his performance paved the way for the formal establishment of the New State, which strongly influenced all aspects of the nation including the economy, production, culture, and ultimately design. This was a protectionist regime that made Portugal neutral during WWII and sustained the country’s self-sufficiency. Internal production aimed at replacing imports, thus contributing to the rise of the Portuguese economy in the 1940s and 1950s when most European countries were still recovering from war.

FROM RURALITY TO INDUSTRIAL REGENERATION

In the 1930s Portugal was essentially a rural country: major industries were underdeveloped, largely based on an over-exploited workforce. The Great Depression in 1929 created a climate in Portugal that favoured industrial development. During the rise of the regime between 1931 and 1934, a series of events originated fundamental changes towards the nation’s awakening of industrial consciousness and to later economic growth (Rosas, 1998: 82).

That series of events consisted of the ‘I Congresso Nacional de Engenharia’ in 1931 (First National Congress of Engineering); the ‘Grande Exposição Industrial Portuguesa’ in 1932 (Great Exhibition of Portuguese Industry)—where former producer of the Sanjos, the Empresa Industrial de Chapelaria, was awarded a Gold Medal; the ‘I Congresso da Industria Portuguesa’ in 1933 (First Congress of Portuguese Industry); and in 1934 the ‘Congresso da União Nacional’ (Congress of the National Union Party).

Altogether these events set the scene from which engineering would take the initiative for industrial regeneration. Engineers argued they should lead such a transformative process based on their broader understanding of industrial activity as a whole, as well as their knowledge of technologically driven innovations and scientific progress. Their awareness also derived from international experience of industrial developments across various industrial sectors, including manufacturing.

In the 1930s the industrialist bourgeoisie assumed a political role supported by the New State that would later sustain further developments, leading to fostering foreign investments (Rosas, 1998: 83). Despite a great deal of interventionism, contrary to market-oriented policies experienced in the 1950s such as trade barriers, control over industries and administrative pricing, the golden age of Portuguese economic growth in the 20th century took place under Salazar’s regime. According to Dias (2001: 8), the development of institutional infrastructures by Salazar would sustain the country’s autonomy and economic performance in the following decades. He recalls an article on Salazar’s governance published by ‘The Times’ which said that “it is impossible to deny that the economic improvement recorded in Portugal since 1928 is not only without parallel anywhere else in the world, but it is also an achievement for which history can show but few precedents”.

However, such economic growth was performed under a rather contradictory political climate. If on the one hand industrialists aspired for industrial modernization, on the other hand, corporatism limited the growth of small industries, leading to the emergence of monopolies and cartels.

INDUSTRIAL CONDITIONING

Among other policies, such as trade barriers to imports, the ‘condicionamento industrial’ (industrial conditioning) was a key legal instrument for the regime to control industrial growth. The term is often translated into English in a literal way, but it refers to governmental measures for controlling industrial growth by prioritizing some industries and sectors while restricting others. This had two opposite effects. On the one hand it favoured big industries to prosper, whereas on the other hand it prevented smaller industries becoming more productive and competitive. The legislation of industrial conditioning was designed to safeguard the rural country as much as to protect strategic economical sectors from independent investors. This constituted a binding constraint on the development of small industries, which were
more distributed, with lower concentration of capital. On the contrary, it favoured industries where capital was more concentrated, which were also the ones that best represented the nation’s strategic interests. These were the large organizations that dominated the major sectors of the economy, such as shipbuilding, energy, and major manufacturing industries.

The formal legislation for industrial controls consisted of a Decree (1931) and a Law (1937) that would remain unaltered for decades (until 1965) to prevent industries from modernization. Through a lengthy and complex bureaucratic process, any industry of little economical relevance would have to have the state’s permission to install, re-open or to expand their facilities, to buy new machinery or change location (Rosas, 1998: 230). Such policy sustained monopolies and cartels acting in closed markets without problems of competition, both in the Portuguese mainland and colonies, hence generating a broad consensus among the big businessmen and industrialists. Industries to be subject to regulation by the Decree included those producing rubber shoes: cork and its derivatives, wool weaving, spinning and weaving of cotton, cocoa and chocolate, glass and household lighting, paper, iron castings and steel, espadrille and soles of rubber, sawn timber, fur and leathers, and yeasts (Decree of 14.02.1931).

THE EMPRESA INDUSTRIAL DE CHAPELARIA

During the 1930s, the main concentration of industrial activity was in the Lisbon area and in the northeastern region, including the Porto area, S. João da Madeira and Braga, and there were also several industrial islands across the country. Regarding the footwear and hat industries, S. João da Madeira was, and still is today, one of the most relevant industrial centres, and the former owner and producer of the Sanjos, the ‘EIC–Empresa Industrial Chapelaria’ (Industrial Company of Hats) was definitely one of its greatest representatives ever.

According to a government study conducted in 1944 by Ferreira Dias (cited in Rosas, 2008: 64) there were about 30 factories operating in the sector of rubber and rubber shoes in Portugal between 1937 and 1939, with an average of about 47 labourers for manufacturing. According to the same study, there were 32 hat factories with an average of about 55 labourers for manufacturing. So EIC was one of the companies that certainly would figure in both these categories of the study. The innovative status of the Sanjo brand is due to have contributed to the production
of sports shoes, other than espadrilles, in the Portuguese market. According to its co-founder António J. P. Oliveira (1968) EIC was established in S. João da Madeira in 1920 building on a previous hat industry initiated in 1891. The company started producing footwear from the early 1930s built upon previous brief experience: in the early 1920 it was abandoned because it required large investment. EIC was awarded a gold medal at the Great Exhibition of Portuguese Industry in 1932 and according to a promotional document the company claimed to be the largest hat factory of the Iberian Peninsula at the time. However, it was not before 1944 (Santos, V., 1985: 23) that the Sanjo factory was built and the rubber section became autonomous, thus enabling footwear production as a more serious activity. In the following decades, the vulcanized rubber and canvas Sanjos would become the most popular shoes and best-known brand for sports in Portugal.

Either directly or indirectly, it is likely that EIC and Sanjo benefited from the New State and particularly the industrial conditioning measures. It is not possible to accurately determine to what extent this influence occurred, or to make any direct association between the company and the regime, however, the Sanjos would benefit as much from operating in a closed market as from having little resistance from competitors, either Portuguese or from other countries. It included benefitting from cotton supplies from the former colonies in Africa and the scenario lasted for decades. This helps explain the significance and popularity of the Sanjos and why the evolution of the product and the image was simultaneously steady and slow. EIC was one of the fewest companies in Portugal to produce such cotton canvas and vulcanized rubber sports shoes, and both the products’ and brand’s structural designs remained stable for about 40 years.

FROM ENGINEERING TO DESIGN
Engineering differs from design. If engineers took the lead in establishing the ground for fundamental changes in the industrial landscape, what happened in terms of product design? Despite the account of industrial developments it remains unclear how technologically driven transformations influenced the design of products. In some cases, similarities in product designs from different countries allow us to raise the question of whether these (designs) could have been imported alongside processes and machinery, or whether they have been adapted or copied.

Through observational study it is possible to compare design features and dates of production in different brands to understand to what extent such influences might have happened. For example there is the case of the similarities found in the design features, materials and technologies used to produce the Portuguese Sanjos, in relation to the French Spring Court canvas and rubber sports shoes, founded in 1936.

SANJO BENCHMARKS
Historical evidence of the Sanjo footwear demonstrates that product designs possibly resulted from a mixture of various influences. These include from the 1930s Dasslers stripes, later Adidas, and from Spring Court’s technological innovations introduced in the 1950s (Spring Court, 2010).

The two stripes had become a generic default on the side of sports shoes and some of the Sanjos resembled the Dasslers (Smit, 2008: 32). In addition to this, the similarities with Spring Court can be seen putting side-by-side promotional materials. Spring Court is the name of a French tennis shoe created in 1936 by Georges Grimmeisen with an upper in cotton canvas and outer sole in vulcanized rubber (Spring Court, 2010). In 1952 innovative “ventilation technology” was introduced, becoming since then a distinctive feature of the French brand. It comprised of a “removable insole with arch support incorporating ventilation channels” and “four holes” in the outer sole, still remarked on today. A photograph from 1959 (A Bola, 1995: 508) shows the Sanjo designs worn by basketball athletes of the ‘Associação Académica de Coimbra’ were close to those of Spring Court. Despite the case that the Sanjos started before Spring Court—in the same year the Spring Court was established, the monthly production of Sanjo was 967 pairs per month (Museu da Chapelaaria, 2010)—the Sanjos “ventilation technology” might have been drawn from the French brand. An exquisite and rare Sanjo product catalogue (Empreza industrial de Chapelaaria, 1968) describes a range of Sanjos as having similar ventilation features that later became a distinctive feature of the Portuguese brand too.

IDENTITY CONSTRUCTIONS THROUGH ETHNOGRAPHIC REPRESENTATIONS
Until recently there was the assumption that the New State intended to express the values and ideologies of the regime by developing the idea of a certain ‘Portugality’ through exploring ethnographic representations in propaganda discourse. In fact, the question of ethnography is key to understand the process of identity construction that Portugal intended to affirm in the first half of the 20th century. Such ethnographic
practices and discourses were similar to others being developed in Europe at the
time, and gave continuity to previous ethnographic studies developed in Portugal
before 1926, i.e. prior to Salazar's regime. According to Alves (2011: 3–4) “it is easy
to see in Portuguese ethnographic texts of the 1920s a wide variety of rustic art
manifestations gathered by their ornamental quality—yokes, clay pots, the pastoral
art, furniture, embroidery, fabrics looms, and vessels. The Portuguese folk art defined
as such was a manifestation of the artistic qualities of the Portuguese people, and
this was a sign on its own ready to be used in the construction of a certain image of
the nation” Alves (2011: 7).

Folklore and popular culture were the basis of the entire program of celebration
of the Portuguese people developed by the regime, namely by the ‘SPN–Secretariado
de Propaganda Nacional’ (Secretariat of National Propaganda). It also celebrated the
uniqueness of artistic and cultural expression of the Portuguese, which extended to
the visual identity of a great deal of Portuguese product and brand imagery.

THE YEARS OF FERRO (1933–1949)

In the 1930s António Ferro became a major figure in the context of the “possible
modernism” in the emerging New State. Ferro was a former editor of the Orpheu
magazine under Fernando Pessoa’s direction and had contributed to other
publications and events as a journalist and editor in the 1920s. His subjects related to
illustration, jazz, cinema, theatre and politics, including interviews and writings about
the dictatorships in Europe. He was an admirer of Mussolini but not of Hitler. A series
of interviews with Salazar held in 1932 led him to develop propaganda for the new
chief of the Portuguese government. One year later, in 1933, the SPN was created
for controlling cultural production and to promote the nation in terms of making its
ideals visible from the outside, mainly through the arts and literature. Ferro carefully
selected artists for collaborations, some of them crossing skills in various fields
(Rosas & Brito, 1996b: 61).

While the economy was being developed, António Ferro was entrusted by
Salazar to lead the regime’s propaganda and the cultural sector. He was closely
linked to Portuguese modernists as well as he was interested in Portuguese visual
culture. These relationships would lead him to combine modernist aesthetics and
ethnographic explorations through graphic arts (Alves, 2009). However, as Alves
stated later (2011: 4) “the course of Ferro is a testimony of a wider phenomenon:
the panorama of the great popularization of folk art in identity constructions across Europe and in the Americas in the first half of the 19th century, without which one can not properly explain the folklorist intervention of the SPN”. Ferro’s activities included the creation of platforms for cultural expression such as the foundation of the ‘Verde Gaio’ (green jay) ballet group in 1940 inspired by the ‘Ballets Russes’, the magazine ‘Panorama’ of Portuguese arts and tourism in 1941, and the ‘Museu da Arte Popular’ (Museum of Popular Art) in 1948. Among other propagandistic events, Ferro was responsible for the ‘1a Exposição Colonial Portuguesa’ (1st Portuguese Colonial Exhibition, 1934), and for the participations of the ‘Portuguese Empire’ in world expositions in Paris (1937) and New York (1939). Throughout his activities to promote the country’s image under nationalistic ideologies Ferro was able to engage artists, artisans and architects to be involved in cultural projects, many of which were ideologically contrary to the regime (Rosas & Brito, 1996). Collaborations benefitted from the work of professional ethnographers (Luís Chaves, Leite de Vasconcelos and Cardoso Marta), architects (Keil do Amaral, Jorge Segurado), artists (Almada Negreiros, Maria Keil, Pardal Monteiro, Abel Manta), graphic artists (Fred Kradolfer, Carlos Botelho, Bernardo Marques, José Rocha), and also musicologists and artisans (Alves, 2011: 5-6; França, 1991: 101-2; Santos, 1995: 458-9; Rosas & Brito, 1996b: 612; Sapega, 2008: 47).

As Sapega notes (2008: 16), “this tendency to isolate certain folk traditions, put them on display, and declare them symbolic of an idealized vision of national unity and harmony also occurred in the areas of artisanship and handicrafts”. Ferro and the SPN through these events “clearly illustrate such intents”. If a high standard craftsmanship is a characteristic deeply rooted in Portuguese culture, Ferro could bring many artists to light through the SPN activities. Textiles, ceramics, weaving and embroidery, basket making, leather, wood, cork, filigree and confectionary are examples of crafts currently listed by the Portuguese government (IqF, 2006; Ppart, 2010) that could be seen across the regime’s cultural initiatives. In cultural manifestations promoted throughout the New State there is continuous reference to personalities, symbols, regions, colonies and motifs of Portuguese History. Such icons are especially present across commemorative celebrations, exhibitions, cultural events, and popular contests, film and in publications. The magazines ‘Panorama’ and ‘Verde Gaio’ are rich examples of such manifestations and their purpose was to illustrate the most lively and typical “Portuguese ness” (Paulo, 1994).

PROPAGANDA OF CULTURE AS PROPAGANDA

In the 1930s, propaganda and culture provided two rather complementary platforms in Portugal. In the regime’s approach, culture could serve propaganda, as propaganda would represent a means for cultural shift. The idea of exploring culturally specific representations gave form to visual materialization that would influence commercial art thus extended to trade (Lobo, 2002: 8). By adopting the ethnographic approaches used in propaganda companies found a new way to communicate with the public by applying such motifs to advertisements. At the same time companies could ‘say’ they were ideologically aligned with the regime, as it is the case of both EIC and Sanjo, like many other.

Despite the fact that there are only a very few Sanjo advertisements available, they demonstrate how the company alludes to the regime by incorporating signs of nationalistic iconography. This includes the shield of Portuguese flag, a map of the country, traditional costumes according to regions, and a written message referring literally to “serving the nation from head to toe”. Until recent decades, such ‘geo-ethnographic’ representations of the map of Portugal (or of Portuguese colonies) divided into regions and showing their locally specific costumes in relation to representative economic activities, would become a sort of canon amongst the visual identity of companies, brands and products from this era.

REMARKS OF EXCELLENCE

In relation to graphic design, how did the brand mark originate? Much of the commercial graphic design work produced in the first half of the century was designed by anonymous graphic artists working for printing companies (Durão, 2003; Silva, 1995; Lobo, 2002). In the case of the earliest version of the Sanjo brand mark, the author remains unknown. However, both accuracy and complexity of the artwork suggest that it was designed by a skilled graphic artist, possibly from the Porto area such as Cruz Caldas (Castro, 1998) or at ETP–Escritório Técnico de Publicidade’ (Barbosa, Calvera & Branco, 2009), since both EIC and Sanjo printed materials often refer to printers in Porto and EIC head office had been settled there. Although simple, the distinctiveness of shapes, proportions for scaling, refined lettering and legibility respond to some of the “practical requirements of

---

1 Audio-recorded interview with relatives of Valdemar Correia on 18 February 2010.
2 According to references in original Sanjo shoes boxes, in a product catalogue from 1968, and in original EIC order sheets.
The early version of the Sanjo mark remained relatively stable for several decades. The number of mark designs from this period is by far the largest, but it doesn’t mean the brand was unstable because most of the versions derive from one main graphic design structure: lettering inside a lozenge. On the contrary, if there were any inconsistencies it was partly due to the four decades the main design existed for, and because the means of graphic reproduction available at the time often involved a great deal of work carried out by hand and this could lead to variations, as well as techniques were not as precise as they can be today. Nevertheless, there was great care in applying the mark. For example the shoes in the collection from this period show the mark designs were applied in a discrete but rather consistent manner. Conversely, inconsistencies in the application of the various designs that followed are visible across products dating after the regime ended. This indicates the identity of the brand started becoming unstable. Such phenomena may take us to corporate design programmes, which often take place when significant transformations occur in companies (Olins, 1995). Such design interventions reflect changes in management, acquisitions, mergers, or new marketing strategies.

Another feature the Sanjos from this period show that there is a subtle link to the austerity of the regime. The shoes neatly packed in small minimal boxes are just one example that the economy of resources was of great concern. All was kept to a minimum. Although details show great care in manual production, the use of materials also reflects the economic limitations at the time. It also shows the little significance of the term ‘brand’ as an asset for competing in the market compared to what is seen nowadays, for example: in the overuse of labels, unnecessary amounts of carton and wrapping paper, and prominence of mark designs all over the shoes and expensive packaging.

Photographs referring to the practice of sports back in the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s show the Sanjos were mainly used for sports. Photographs of athletes from major sports clubs in Portugal and in the colonies wearing the Sanjos illustrate this well. It must be said however that there are also photographs in which the context of use, the shape of the shoes and the dates they were taken only sustain the suspicion of being Sanjos. Nevertheless, a closer inspection into the monograph of local sports club ‘ADS–Associação Desportiva Sanjoanense’ (Neto & Silva, 1999) reveals there was a close link between the brand and this club from S. João da Madeira. An example of this is a photograph showing female basketball teams from ADS and Boavista FC. The latter is a club from Porto that became better known, but at that time the ADS players were wearing the latest and finest Sanjos. Many other photographs of ADS teams also show the Sanjos were worn for different sports from the 1940s until the 1980s, and were present in important sports events both at national and international level. That is the case of a photograph taken in 1962. It depicts the Portuguese roller hockey national team whose players featured a world-class innovation in Santiago do Chile, becoming world champions that year: the rubber wheels for roller hockey shoes, which are commonly used today for roller skating, were originally developed by Valdemar Correia for Sanjo and manufactured by EiC. Valdemar Correia was a chemical engineer specialized in polymers, who worked at Bayer in Germany and in the UK before becoming a key figure in the brand’s history. Before his developments, wheels were either made of wood or steel and such remarkable innovation must be credited to him. The patent, however, was never registered neither under his name nor of Sanjo or EiC.

**THE END OF THE REGIME AND DECLINE OF SANJO**

The end of the regime in 1974 affected the country’s stability in its various aspects. From politics to market economy, soon companies would have to face sudden radical changes: industrial conditioning was abolished, markets previously closed were now open, barriers to imports had been lifted and soon the effects of competition would start being visible. In one decade, from the early 1980s to the early 1990s the Sanjo mark changed three times, different marks often being in use concurrently. This either reveals that several attempts were made to adapt the brand rapidly to new circumstances, severe transformations occurred inside the company, or even a combination of both. In any case, the company could not defend against these transformations and the brand’s reputation fell with it in the following decades.

Similarly to the brand, the Sanjo product designs also remained relatively stable during the New State period and changed quite dramatically from mid 1980s

---

3 Personal conversation with Manuel Fernandes, CEO of Fersado, on 19 December 2009.

4 Audio-recorded interview on 9 September 2009.
Remark of excellence

Portuguese roller hockey national team (right) whose players, including António Livramento (bottom left), featured a world-class innovation in Santiago do Chile in 1962. Portugal became world champion in that year: the rubber wheels for roller hockey shoes were originally developed by Valdemar Correia (above) at the Empresa Industrial de Chapelaria. The patent, however, was never registered neither under his name nor of Sanjo or EIC. Photographs courtesy of Pedro Correia and Francisco Parreira Lavado.
onwards. Until then, foreign sports brands were far from being a serious threat. However, despite the aura of popularity gained in the early days, the Sanjos could not compete with the rise in international specialist sports brands. The main product design that made the Sanjos famous—the 1660 series or K100 as it was informally known among some sellers—were as unique as they were generalists. From indoor to outdoor activities they had been used in all kinds of sports and leisure for decades, including basketball, handball, volleyball, gymnastics, and football and in the street. In contrast, other brands such as Adidas evolved in a more technical perspective, adapting to the specificities of different sports. This resulted in a more specifically advanced offerings, but no less consistent in terms of brand identity. Adidas’ identity, which still stands today, was built up by ensuring three stripes on the side are visible, thence applied coherent and consistently since the 1940s (Smit, 2008).

In a letter dated from 1976 held by the Museu da Chapelaria, the Portuguese Ministry of Economy drew the attention of the company to the high degree of specialization of sports footwear abroad, enclosing a photocopy of an image showing sports shoes drawn from an article in Swedish newspaper ‘Expressen’. In 1985, further signs pointing out towards change were announced. The president of the Portuguese footwear association (APiCCAPS) alerted companies to the need of incorporating design as part of their strategy so they could become both less dependent from international contractors and more competitive internationally (Bastos, 1985). At the time, emerging cheap labour in Asian countries was already becoming a threat to the Portuguese footwear industry and it would later affect the Portuguese economy. In order to respond to the needs for change, while the Sanjos decreased in quality of materials and finishing, their new developments turned away from specific footwear for sport and got closer to low-priced casual footwear. The product range once focused on vulcanized rubber and cotton canvas shoes broadened its scope to a wide variety of designs and materials, including moulded soles, leather uppers and designs copied from the Converse’s ‘All-Star’ and Vans.

The decline of the brand was relatively slow due to its previous achievements, but was inevitable partly due to misunderstanding how design and brands develop and to difficulties in both securing regular customers and penetrating new markets. The Sanjo was not able to compete with international brands from the moment there was a greater openness to imports. Other reasons relate to financial constraints and aging, and a less flexible organizational structure. The previously long stability of a closed market reduced the company’s capacity to respond in a positive way to a wider, more competitive, complex and fast evolving marketplace.

IDENTITY CRISIS

It is well known the liberalization of the market, including in former totalitarian regimes and computerization of graphic languages increased radically throughout the 1980s and the 1990s. Regarding EiC, the organizational structure of the company, which had been as conservative as enduring in the past—for several decades, only people wearing hats were allowed to step in the premises—became heavy, out dated, and very difficult to manage.

As former CEO Carlos Santos stated, “stakeholders were as many as it became unbearable to take any decisions in the overcrowded board meetings” (Santos, 1997). When he left, a new managerial arrangement took over the company, and again, a new mark design was introduced. Along with it, the colours green, black, yellow, blue and red used interchangeably replaced previous blue, red and orange, as well as new typefaces start being used. A wider variety of shoe typologies turned the brand into a generalist footwear maker more than for sports. As with graphic design, so the approach to shoe designs became a pastiche of visual references.

The various mark designs both from this period and the previous ones were applied to products indiscriminately, hence with no perceptible criteria apart from the suspicion that previous stock was being used for economical reasons, regardless of any possible incongruence this could bring to the brand’s identity. However, contrary to the company’s intents, the brand’s visual identity in this period in incredibly coherent to what was happening at organizational level. By using several marks and different criteria in their use, such visual identity crisis is a sign of the crisis that the company was going through. The marks of both EiC and Sanjo were being used at the same time across products and communication materials, showing there were no distinction between corporate and brand identities.

The Sanjo brand was in serious decline. From this period, no photographs of athletes or people wearing the Sanjos either for sports or as casual footwear could be found. No product catalogues were found either and the shoes from the collection show there were as many designs as production was careless. Previous idea of economy of resources was interpreted here in the least optimistic sense. Stages of production were suppressed and the quality of materials and finishing decreased.
Regarding this period of the brand, the number of shoes in the collection with imperfections either due to manual or mechanical production is higher than of those from the other stages. So it is the number of contrasting mark designs, packaging designs, labels and colours used. The commercial setting for selling the Sanjos also changed. In the 1970s, for example, even commercial agents had to pay in advance and wait for several months until they could get their orders since production was often sold out as clients were carefully selected. In the 1990s, the selling of the decaying Sanjos shifted from prestigious shoe shops to open air cheap markets.

All this means the company was struggling: in (re)linking the brand to sports; in producing footwear for specific audiences; in finding a core product identity as it there was in the past; and in taking advantage of the brand’s previous reputation and popularity. In visual terms, the variety of mark designs used along with the mixture of other visual elements corroborates this. Such visual mess was already an anticipation of what would come rather sooner than later, the collapse of Sanjo. The company survived until 1996 by which time the Sanjos had been in production for about 62 years (1933–1995).

**A SECOND LIFE**

The controversial process for closing the Empresa Industrial de Chapelaria in 1996 came to an end after a year-long series of auctions in which machinery, tools, furniture, artefacts, products, raw materials, and most of the historical memory of the brand held by EIC was sold off. That was also an opportunity to buy an iconic brand name with decades of history, and still reputed as the greatest Portuguese footwear for sports ever. A second life was given to the brand although its rebirth implied products to be made elsewhere. Fersado, a small commercial company from the outskirts of Lisbon bought the brand name during the auctions almost by chance. According to Luís Quintino, former CEO of EIC appointed by the court of law to manage the dismantlement of the company, the deal included buying the brand name along with the remaining stock of shoes. As early as in 1997, the 1660’s design inspired Fersado to start producing replicas in Asia. Since these shoes were very well known and had been used by several generations of Portuguese people, its previous reputation represented an opportunity for exploring it commercially. However, any chance to retrieve the unique productive system and know-how upon which the original Sanjos developed, aiming at its reconstitution in the future, was really out of the question. That was irreversibly lost.
4. RESULTS: FROM THE SANJO COLLECTION AND ARCHIVE
From the Sanjo collection

This section shows some of the rare original Sanjos retrieved through field research. These are organized chronologically according to the various stages of the brand’s historical development. From a collection of over 160 pairs of original Sanjos, the selection of 43 shoe designs presented here are all different from each other and are representative of the various stages identified.

Altogether, these shoes helped in identifying gaps in the brand’s history while shifting its understanding from a broader perspective. Resulting from transformative events that changed the brand across decades, they illustrate how some of its most distinctive elements of identity have been dissolved with present day global influence, including graphic designs, product designs, and smell. What this collection aims to show through Sanjo is the significance of such an archive for a company and what can be lost, adding to knowledge the thorough understanding of a brand with this sort of in depth.

STAGE 1  Longevity and stability under the regime (1933–1980)
STAGE 2  Facing the new market economy (1981–1990)
STAGE 5  New attempt (2008–2009)
STAGE 6  “Memories from the past” (2009 to present)
1933–1980 longevity and stability under the regime
1981–1990 facing the new market economy
1990–1996 identity crisis
1997–2007  a second life
2008 new attempt

2010 to present memories from the past
Visual matrix

The ‘visual matrix’ presented in this section was designed to accommodate and display the materials drawn from the Sanjo archive, according to its various components and stages of the brand. Evidence is organized according to chronological sequencing and the main categories of information which comprise a brand’s identity: company; mark designs and basic elements of visual identity; product designs; audiences; and relationship of the brand with the broader context.

Within these categories, it is possible to create sub-categories of information so to expand analysis capabilities. For example, under the ‘company’ theme one can include production systems, records and documents, or look at ways in which the company dealt with distribution. Other examples might include searching for applications of the mark designs, typefaces and colours across advertisements and other printed materials. One can also think of searching in product designs for specific details, or organize found family photographs according to the various relationships between the brand and its audience, such as contexts of use and geographical locations.

Although the matrix presented here is in raw state, it functions as the board of a puzzle where pieces of evidence were put together. Like the work of the detective, filling gaps and establishing connections between the evidence across all categories is like constructing a puzzle, hence providing a vivid picture of how the brand looked like in the past, how it progressed, and how it looks today. Overall, it demonstrates how the brand developed through stages by showing critical moments of historical transformation. Ultimately, it shows how the brand designs shifted from a locally specific context to a more homogenous and global and commercially driven identity.

In general terms, considering future applications of this approach to other cases and that the approach is both replicable and flexible, one can think of the above named categories and sub-categories to be adjusted according to the specific requirements of a particular case under analysis.
The brand and its products should be consistent with global standards.
A equipa do Sporting que, em 1954, destruiu a hegemonia do técnico. Com Moniz Pereira e com Budisin (um dos melhores jogadores do mundo) e Jost – dois jugoslavos exilados políticos.
Em 1955 e 1959, a Académica de Coimbra sagrou-se campeã nacional da I Divisão em masculinos. Mas nesse último ano, mais destaque teve a vitória das academistas que, assim, depois de Salazar ter obrigado à suspensão dos jogos de basquetebol feminino.
AS BODAS DE DIAMANTE

INACTIVA A NATAÇÃO FIGUEIRENSE EM 1969?

Decididamente a natação figueirense vai de mal a pior. A suspensão das facilidades, para treinos, concedidas há largos anos pela Piscina Praia, junta-se agora a decisão municipal de não permitir aos clubes locais a utilização da sua piscina nos meses de Julho e Agosto. Porque tal situação não nos compete, nem devesmo por in-

Assegurado o Ciclo de Teatro Amador

Temos conhecimento que se vão processando de maneira satisfatória os trabalhos relativos às comemorações do 75.º Aniversário do nosso Clube.

O Ciclo de Teatro Amador da Figueira da Foz que em intenção iniciou ainda em Abril foi definitivamente marcado para Novembro e Dezembro, correspondendo ao interesse das Colectividades partilhantes que, assim, poderão preparar melhor as suas representações.

No próximo número esperamos poder dar conhecimento do programa geral e demais percursos ligados com tão importantes organizações
5. Parallel Examples: A Comparative Study
**Brand revival phenomena**

This section places the Sanjo case in a wider context by showing other brands which developed in similar circumstances. A few examples were found, enabling the establishing of comparisons between Sanjo and sports shoes brands that have emerged in the uneven, post-war development of capitalism in Europe and China.

These are, in order of approximate dates of their original foundation: Zeha (1897, Thuringia, former German Empire/East Germany), Warrior (circa 1927/1935, China), Feiyue (circa 1958, China), Botas (1963, former Czechoslovakia), Tisza (1971, Hungary), and Startas (1976, former Yugoslavia).

Like Sanjo, they have in common the fact of having emerged under the influence of authoritarian regimes, of being as popular as the fewest options available in their respective countries of origin, and almost disappeared due to the hegemony of global brands since the 1980s and the 1990s. In the recent years, all these brands have been rediscovered due to a nostalgia phenomenon and have been subject to revival. However, despite there is a sense of collective memory and national consciousness behind revivals, it is possible to notice that both companies and designers tend to overlook historical contextualization, including that they are unaware of the relevance of archives to their practices. The tendency is either to distort or forge new visual identity systems through the implementation of branding strategies that derive from corporate identity methods. In most cases, information available is often superficial, speculative, commercially biased or contradictory, which is already an indication about how designers and companies are using the past to sell the future.

Nevertheless, the cross-referencing of the information available made it possible to inform the study so that an overview of their histories can be given. The timeline in the following pages provides some historical and contextual reference. It allows interpretations to be made in terms of: the brands’ historical presence in time; organizational and visual identity disruptions; heydays and periods of oblivion; geographical location; and major historical events related to the rise and fall of these brands. Graphic and product designs were also included as complementary data to enhance the reading of the timeline and illustrate the cases.
ON BRAND ARCHIVES: FROM DUST TO BLOOMING
Relevance of brand archives to designers and companies

This research helped to show that a good reason for the globalization of the visual identity was related to the loss of historical memory and a lack of archival practices. As a result of the findings of the main case study and of the parallel examples, a summary of the main findings identified is outlined:

HOMOGENIZED IDENTITIES Visual identity of brands is becoming global, including that of locally specific brands.

NEGLECTING CULTURAL DIFFERENCE Brands fail to address authenticity if they fail to acknowledge their origins; what made them culturally specific and different in the past; and what can sustain their historical and cultural significance now.

COMMERCIAL INTERESTS OVERRIDE HISTORICAL VALUE Technological improvement and social rivalry (fashion) (Person & Snelders, 2009: 89) are two major forces associated with radical changes in brand style to face competition, which often override history.

LOSS OF HISTORICAL MEMORY In the process of homogenizing identity there is a great deal of cultural memory that is being overlooked and therefore is being lost. Some of the reasons that explain why it is happening include: former companies closed down; historical evidence is scattered; lack of field research; brands often relate to periods of political, social, cultural, and economical controversy, which might bring less pleasant memories to the surface and be harmful for the commercial success of brands being revived.

LACK OF BRAND ARCHIVES Many companies and designers are unaware of the relevance of archives as rich sources of information to feed developments, hence they fail to acknowledge that archives are relevant means to sustain difference and claim authenticity.

DISTORTION OF HISTORY AND HISTORICAL OBLIVION Lacking in historical evidence, either because it was lost, wiped out or because commercial interests override historical value, contributes to bad quotes of history and to historical oblivion.

DESIGNERS COMPLY WITH VISUAL IDENTITY STANDARDS Corporate identity is a dominant practice among designers dealing with visual identity, because it “works very well in the corporate sector” for making products commercially successful (Bell, 2004:27). However, many graphic designers limit themselves to deploying corporate identity methods, without thinking about their adequacy for approaching heritage brands.

FORGING IDENTITIES The forging of visual identity is equated to inventing a new visual identity system through deploying corporate identity methods (Person & Snelders, 2009). However, those methods might not suit the needs of heritage brands in terms of visual identity because they are aimed, by nature, at breaking with the past, going away from the historical richness of things.

METHODOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS Visual identity standard methods lack in methodological procedures for rescuing historical evidence and producing visual analysis (Olins, 1995). Moreover, not only are the use of visual methodologies unusual among graphic designers, but it is also the case that visual methodologies available (Rose, 2007: 31) fail to address the particularities of brand identity analysis.

PERVERSIVENESS OF GLOBAL BRANDS The pervasiveness of global brands is not only a threat to the survival of local brands but also contributes to a bland uniformization of products and visual identity (Thompson, 2004). However, if global brands constitute a threat to local brands the opposite is also true. Local brands themselves can serve global homogenization if their response to compete either at a global or local scales includes relinquishing distinctive elements from their own identity.

GLOBALIZED PRODUCTIONS Copies between brands and mass-productions in cheap labour countries are leading to increasingly similar objects.

APPROPRIATING DISRUPTION Ultimately, locally specific heritage brands are becoming culturally disruptive in relation to their own historical tradition and roots if they fail to address most of the points mentioned above.
Following the sequence of the above findings, what follows emerges as a response to address these issues as a whole—because they interrelate with each other. It forms a set of recommendations circumscribed to visual identity from a graphic design point of view and therefore is limited to that. However, the recommendations suggested might be also considered valuable for other perspectives, including product design.

ACKNOWLEDGING DESIGNERS ARE MEDIATORS OF CULTURAL TRANSFORMATION
Considering a larger debate between cultural homogenization and difference (Appadurai, 1990) and the question of “homogenising identities” in relation to brands (Bell, 2004), the present research argues that archives are valuable resources both to companies and cultural diversity, where the position of the designer is as a mediator of the processes that involve retrieval, analysis and application of a brand’s elements drawn from its own culturally specific frame of reference. “As the values of expanding new markets challenge homogenous, globalized understandings of product worlds and users, the desire for indigenous, grassroots, and nuanced insights has never been more acute” (Clarke, 2011: 09).

PRODUCING ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH AND BRAND ARCHAEOLOGY
The same way in the real world “trained ethnographers derive deeper insights from observational and immersive research” (Solomon cit. in AIGA & Cheskin, 2006: 6), so the inventiveness of the designer can be trained to derive deeper insights from the realities within a brand’s archive. In contrast to overcoming difference between cultures, the latter can use ethnography means to uncovering it. According to Derrida (1996: 36) “creativity is integral to the artist’s presence in the archive, the artist keeps open the question of the archive: it is a question of the future itself, the question of a response, of a promise, and of a responsibility for tomorrow”. From this perspective, ethnographic research as well as the archaeology of brands are more about the future rather than the past. Moreover, “designers are now likely to engage in social research as they are in the making of form. Once an intuitive process, gauging cultural relevance has become part of a burgeoning area—design anthropology (...) Design anthropology belies the cultural embeddedness that all brands, objects, and designed interactions operate within, and it is emerging as a methodology as much as a discourse” (Clarke, 2011: 10).

ACKNOWLEDGING THE RELEVANCE OF ARCHIVES
To acknowledge the relevance of archives and historical evidence to locally specific brands is a step that designers and companies can take to rediscover those brands. Keeping open the possibility for discovery on various levels enables delving into the richness of things and bringing them to surface.

RETHINKING APPROACHES TO VISUAL IDENTITY
Archives enable broadening the scope of possibilities for visual identity, including in methodological terms. As the approach to the Sanjo case is able to show, from a new way of dealing with visual identity emerged an alternative to the methods commonly used, like those from corporate identity. Such an approach to archives can then help companies and designers rethink their practices, particularly whether they are helping to acknowledge or hide what is culturally specific.

ACKNOWLEDGING CULTURAL DIFFERENCE
Archives enable the acknowledging of cultural difference because of the relationships that established with in a given context. They enable identifying what made those brands different in the past and what can make them different now. Archives enable discovering the social life of objects (Appadurai, 1986) and understanding how the specificities of a given locality influenced designs, transactions, processes and the use of certain materials, which ultimately make products different, proves them to be authentic, and makes them specific from that locality. Responses to design problems regarding difference can be found within the specificities of the context. By tracing the evolution of a brand, making sense, for example, of how their productions were made over time, or what is that products and images have to say about specific moments in history, is to recognize identity at its most fundamental level. Understanding formal representations in relation to context—how designs evolved in a particular way and how the context influenced them—enables constructing an internal frame of reference that relates the evolution of the brand with its external world. From that frame of reference it is possible to better understand what makes a brand different and in which ways such difference can be sustained. Identifying distinctive patterns
internally in what one does and what one produces, instead of searching externally in other frames of reference, that often distort, displace, divert or disrupts identity, is thus an opportunity to immerse in the essence of what makes a brand different and authentic.

**PLACING A BRAND IN THE RIGHT CONTEXT** The contextualization of a brand in time and space, such as through chronological tables, displays its historical trajectory within the broader context. This enables responding to the lack of contextualization in most brands, as a move towards historically and culturally responsive design.

**ACKNOWLEDGING THAT AN ARCHIVE IS A RICH SOURCE FOR FEEDING DEVELOPMENTS** Archives are a rich source for feeding brand developments. Not only because of the significance of archives in historical and cultural terms, but also because of the visual richness of the materials therein. Such materials include a great deal of potential that can be explored visually in graphic design terms, like typography for example.

**DEVELOPING SUBSTANTIAL VISUAL AND CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS** As demonstrated with the Sanjo case, the constituents of a brand’s archive are key elements for producing substantial contextual and visual analysis. Analysing materials through chronological tables and analysis grids enables cross-referencing data, which helps reading a brand’s identity from a broader and insightful perspective.

**PROVOKING THE RESURGENCE OF ARCHIVAL MATERIALS** A brand’s revival often prompts the resurgence of archival materials. The phenomenon of nostalgia triggered by brand revivals might start the resurgence of historical memory, including of quality museum objects such as original products, photographs, ephemera, personal experiences and other types of evidence. Taking advantage of the opportunities arising might help incorporate new materials and histories into existing archives, expanding them, or even provoke constructing them.

**RETURNING HISTORY TO PRODUCTS** Design approaches to brand archives are often occasional and isolated acts, lacking in contextualization and continuity. Brand archives are an opportunity for the companies dealing with such brands to acknowledge their past, by making sense of it rather than ignoring it or attempting to become something else. The archive helps to return history to products, and history through the archive is a component for credibility.

**BACK TO SYMBOLIC VALUES** Understanding a locally specific brand and its products in relation to their contextual frame of reference enables discovering what they mean historically and culturally, what they represent to a local culture, to its country and its people. This enables the consideration of objects beyond mere commodities but rather as instrumental to a “context-related materialism” (Csikszentmihalyi & Rochenberg-Halt, 1981: 231).

---
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Conclusions

Although centered in brand identity, this research makes a contribution to methods and cultural diversity. It shows that the methods developed can serve various fields of application beyond the commercial purpose that brands are usually attached to. It made it possible to understand that brands produce cultural objects that allow us to generate meaning, and that their study enables us to know more about the contexts from which they originate. It also made it possible to understand the value of brand archives to present design contexts and that the methods developed enclose a great deal of potential for applications within design research, design education, design practice, and the feeding of cultural dissemination. Not only do the methods enable the rescuing and analysis of historical memory, but they also can help others to make sense of visual and material culture related with locally specific brands. Whether for design students, companies, cultural institutions or local communities, this research contributes to broadening the scope of brands as a theme under-considered with respect to the preservation of local cultures.

Thinking about brand archives as containers of historical memory makes them a source to derive and convey cultural memory into the future, and visual identity is a channel through which cultural memory can be acknowledged, displayed and experienced.
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